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About This Game

In the demon world, Winged Sakura, humans gifted with a rare ability to form contracts with any living being, are used as tools
of war. A contract can unseal any power within a living being and turn them into a powerful creature.

Incarnated into a world of demons, you find yourself caught up in a middle of a demon civil war. You were retrieved by the
Rebellions and you were given one choice: To help the Rebellions end of the civil war by conquering Pandemonium, the city
where the Demon King resides. The Rebellions finally acquired the power of Incarnates, a Winged Sakura that has incarnated

into the demon world, and now is able to make their final move.

Aid the Rebellions and uncover the real truth behind this world.

Features

Turn-Based RPG Combat: Lead your new group of allies into combat and strategically plan their every move. A
combat system that is familiar and loved by jRPG fans.

Stat Distribution: Want more HP? Put points into VIT! Want more damage? Put points into STR, DEX, or INT! Build
your characters and adjust stats any time for any situation. Don't be afraid to experiment because every stat point can be
redistributed!

Skill Distribution: Learn new skills and decide how you'd like to make your characters stronger. Don't be afraid to
experiment because every skill point can be redistributed!
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Dungeon Crawling: A slightly different approach to first person dungeon crawling RPG games. You'll be moving from
randomly generated hallways to randomly generated rooms, which will contain randomly generated events.
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this game makes me want to work out in real life thank you
the only thing that keeps me from constantly playing this game is the fact that the oculus seeps up my sweat and its nasty. Wow,
this game it is so amazing ! WOW. I'm shocked at just how much i love it. It's basically a love letter to Ridge Racer, that also
tries to improve the formula a little bit. Some things to note:

+++ Drifting feels amazing. It's not automatic drifting from RR6-7 or RR PSP, so it takes a bit of skill to figure it out.
Occasionally you'll have to tap on brakes a bit while drifting to make the corner. It's genuinely the best drift i've seen in a racing
game. Feels incredible when you pull it off.
+ Cars have HP, and when you run out, the car stops and resets. It can be devastating, so hugging walls is greatly discouraged.
Makes you a bit scared to do daring drifts, but i still think it's a good addition.
+ Looks fantastic, sounds good, stages are RR-style greatness in terms of settings. That transforming thing that the cars do looks
cool.
+ The game is well supported, with the roadmap of new stuff, including stages.
+ One of the loading music tracks starts like a Legally Distinct version of "Garage Talk" from R4 OST. Makes me laugh.

- It's a budget title, and it shows in little things. There are some feedback problems (running a car straight into the wall is
devastating, but it feels like a light bump), there's no damage model of any kind, stuff like that.
- The interface is terrible. There are many little lame things, but the worst part is definitely the way you choose and customise
your car. As you play the game, you unlock cars and mods for them. For some reasons when they tell you which car has a new
mod, they only show a little icon instead of writing the name of the car. You have to go in a separate mode to change mods, you
can't do it when picking a car for a race. You don't see base stats after applying mods, so it's a nightmare to figure out which car
is actually better, or driftier, or faster.
It's a real shame, especially because thanks to the fantastic drifting model you actually might need a driftier or faster-to-
accelerate car, depending on the track, but even a standard "picking the best one available" is a really hard thing to do, and i
ended up picking random cars out of my garage just to not deal with it.
- For RR-style commentary, they went with a "baseball commentator" kinda style. Pretty bland.

While I have a big problem with the customisation interface, i adore this game. It's just a clever little thought experiment about
how to take my favorite racing videogame and make it even better. If you even liked a ridge racer game, or you just enjoy
arcade racing games, you should give it a try.. Seihou-like game. If you have the demo you have the game.
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Probably the best game for 0.80€ i've ever played!. The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes, and they must be scoured from
the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands will be obliterated at your hands, and yet they will keep coming, for they are
innumerable, and manic in the safety of their uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine plot and its implications for both
the Yosumin and this world is not a requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it helps.. I wouldn't play the game
without it honestly, I know some people got the base game via the Humble Bundle...

http:\/\/endlessspace.wikia.com\/wiki\/Endless_Space:_Disharmony

Not only does it add a faction, it changes several others that were originally just reskins; it COMPLETELY changes the combat
mechanics, the ship editor is different, lots of stuff :x

I make this review mainly to bring that to people's attention; in all honesty, the game should've gotten some of this stuff without
having to pay for it so I hate to give it a thumbs up, but yeah, if you want to like this game, get Disharmony :>. Very polished
graphics wise, characters are also super cute and what not. But it's the gameplay that does nothing for me. I've played Dynasty
Warriors, and Samurai Warriors in the past and loved those games.
But combat in this game is really boring imo, combos are meh, and the enemies barely do anything but stand there waiting to get
hit.
If you like fan service for fan service sake then this game will probably be up your alley. But if you want fan service with fun or
deep combat my advice is look else where.. An addictive little game, but very shallow and extremely simple. Why you ask?
Because this is just a simple port of a phone app game, right down to the horrible, unintuitive interface that was clearly meant
for clicking and dragging using your finger. Just an awful, greedy transition to the PC by the developers hoping to cash in on a
different platform. Oh and btw, you can get this game for FREE in the app store on your phone....yeah. Save yourself the $5
bucks. Seriously. Its EXACTLY the same game as on the phone.. Pros and cons:

+ Tactical gameplay which is a good model for the "spunkgargleweewee"-format
+ Multiple operators (48 in fact) with different play styles and strategies
+ Newcomer, Tutorials, Situations and T-Hunt helps noobs to learn the basics and practice or generally to blow off some steam
(stay away from casual; it's far from casual)
+ Ranked-game mode for those competitive tryhards
+ Destructible environment creates varying situations and can turn the tide of a round
+ Weekly challenges that yield extra renown and xp
+ Party support
+ Different maps offer different routes for entry and defense
+ 20\u20ac
+ DLC's not necessary and new free content is added every season

- No single-player campaign in a Rainbow Six game (why stuff in this lore if you wont do anything with it?)
- Requires an above decent PC to play (negated if you use Geforce)
- If CS:GO is an ant nest of toxicity, Siege is a hornets nest full of salty tryhards and
virtual\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665enthusiasts. The community is EXTREMELY anti-noob and it says a lot
when at least in CS:GO you can meme around.
- Just like iDubbbz said; "Its about that griiiiind". Siege is a text-book example of "a grindhouse game"; renown gain is sluggish,
meaning you have to play more than 20h+ to earn at least one DLC operator. The base operators are still fine
- As the game is mere grind, this means that DLC's are nigh mandatory to make major progress (boosters range from
3-40\u20ac)
- Bugs and exploits (looking at you, invisible IQ, Clash and deployable shield cheaters)
- Speaking of bugs, some operators can be deceitful (i.e shielded operators can be shot in the most weirdest places)
- Yet again, the same problem in CS:GO plagues Siege: Smurfs. Why is competetive and ranked gameplay still a thing?

6\/10. I recommend buying this if you have 4-5+ friends willing to co-op. Otherwise, your choice.
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